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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.Sc. Programme 3rd Semester Examination, 2022 

DSC1/2/3-P3-PHYSIcs 

THERMAL PHYSICS AND STATISTICAL MECHANICS 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 40 

GROUP-A / fAet1-/TE-5 
1. Answer any five questions from the following: 1x5 5 

a) Definc mean free path. 

F CR (free path) Rst Ris 

Mean free path' uHe7 TI 

(b) State Zeroth law of thermodynamics. 

(c)What is Enthalpy? 
4R (Enthalpy) ? 

(d) Give the definition of Entropy. 

RaA(Entropy) ReA Te 

(e)What do you mean about Isothermal process? 

() What is y-space? 

-space 1 ? 

y-space' ET? 
(g)State Kirchhoff's law of radiation. 

fa4 7fs CO goa (Kirchhoff's law) d S 

(h) Explain the term microstate ofa system. 

RUPPOILA (microstate) T1*1 7131 
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GROUP-B/S11-3/HE-T 
5x3 15 Answer any three questions from the following 

3 2. (a) Write down the basic assumptions of kinetic theory of gas. 

2 (6) Calculate the values of C,, C, and for a linear triatomic gas. 

3. (a) What is the indicator diagram? 
J (Indicator diagram) f5a f? 

2 (b) Define: (i) Isobaric process and (ii) Adiabatic process. 

2 (c) Show that the adiabats are much steeper than isotherm. 

2 4. (a) Deduce an expression of the mean Kinetic energy from the pressure equation. 

(6) Show that the average energy for translational motion of molecules istimes their 

total energy. Where n is Degrees of freedom. 
3 

TOT G| JEÍ '*' Degrees of freedom' BTI 

5. (a) What is Newton's Law of Cooling? 

3 
(b) Show that Newton's law of cooling follows from Stefan-Boltzman law. 
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6. (a) Which kind of particles obey (i) Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, (ii) Bose-Einstein 

statistics and (ii) Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

PR C7 eM () Maxwell-Boltzmann RA, (i) Bose-Einstein 

aPR U 4R (i) Fermi-Dirac ataUTA CACA BII ? 

fk TUE () RATrda-eg7 (Gi) aa-STEREEI () 1-8 

(6) A perfect gas at 27°C is suddenly compressed to 8 times its original pressure. Find 

its rise in temperature, if y=1.5. 

27°C T y TTH TYT 371 TH H qATq 8 TUT Fre TYsDTHT 

GROUP-Cc/l1-1/HF-T 
10x2 20 Answer any two questions from the following 

7. (a) Obtain an expression for change in entropy when ice changes into steam. 

(b) Find the difference of entropy between 10 gm of ice at 0°C and 10 gm of steam at 
100°C. Latent heat of fusion of ice = 80 cal/gm. Latent heat of steam at 

100°C 540 cal/gm.) 

1ay A 0°C G4TN 10 N 3F 4R100°C OA 10 a IcAI RSRI 

IC 9 Saa A=80 3Ji15/aH 4R 1IAA D= 540 /a1 

0C HT 10 gm 5 100°C T 10 gm TY ao 77-Hy qHT TG 
Latent heat of fusion of ice = 80 callgm. Latent heat of steam at 100°C = 540 cal/gm.) 

(c) Discuss how the boiling point of a liquid and melting point of solid are affected by 

change of pressure. 

8. (a) Differentiate between a refrigerator and a heat engine. 

tb) Describe, in brief, the working principle of a relrigerator. Define the co-efficient of 2+1+243 
performance and find out its expression, Derive a relation between the co-efricient 
of performance pof a refrigerator and eflicieney 7 of an ideal engine. 
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9. (a) What is phase transition? Define first order and second order phase transition. Give 

one example of each. 243 

(6) Show that the thermal conductivity K=nC, for an ideal gas, where 7 is the 

co-efficient of viscosity and C, is the specific heat at constant volume. 

CAaNe a7 TUT S T R7 eE (thermal conductivity) K = 7C, aaA 7 

&raTSTET f3TR ICTT K =7C, 

10.(a) Write down the postulates of MB, BE and FD statistics. 2+2+2 

Maxwell-Boltzmann oR, Bose-Einstein fraA 9R Fermi-Dirac oITA 

MB, BE 7 FD TATKEH 3ATEITRUITErTI 

(b) Show that Maxwell-Boltzmann Energy distribution formula is a limiting case of 
Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

re A Maxwell-Boltzmann RTT Y F Fermi-Dirac ofRUI s 

frerfe ETI 
(c) What is Femi Energy? Does it depend on lemperature? +1 

pA Me (Fermi Energy) ? uib aT BA AE 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGALL 

B.Sc. Honours/Programme 3rd Semester Examination, 2022 

SEC1-P1-PHYSICS 
Full Marks: 60 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

The question paper contains SEC-1A and SEC-1B. Candidates are 

required to answer any one from the two papers and they 
should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

SEC-1A 

COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS 

GROUP-A / fAs-/TT-T 
3x4 12 

1. Answer any four questions from the following: 

3 
(a) What is the significance of computers in Physics? 

f ITFAT computer fereT TTTSJEHI 
(b) Why is LaTex preferred for typesetting scientific documents? 

àsf TTUTTE TTEYHÍCTAT aT LaTex fo UeyfApaT fez-3 ? 

100 
3 (c) Write an algorithm to compute the sum 2 

100 

n= 

100 

n 

(d) Write the Gnuplot command to plot tanh(x) from x= -2 tox =2. 

GnuplotAG G tanh(x) x=-2 CRT x =2TDA ETI 

tanh(x) RETYZ A Gnuplot T STÈT TrJBN x= -2 dRa x=2 HH| 

(e) How does a 'DO- END D0' loop work in FORTRAN? 

FORTRAN-GA CGA "DO - END DO' 7P 

FORTRAN T 'DO - END DO' qy H 7 s? 
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(D What are the ditferet kinds of document classes available in LaTex? 

LaTex- wae fAfoa TAT Gae (Document classes) AI 

GROUP-B /fAs11-/ E-T 

6x4 24 Answer any four questions from the following 

2(a) Write down the flowchart to find the sum of the natural numbers whose squares are 
less than 1000. 

2 (b) How data can be written on a file in FORTRANN? 

FORTRAN FTHT3TEI BHÅ dT Hf3 ? 

3. (a) Why Linux is the choice of operating system for doing scientific computations? 

9eT RA PITS Linux- Operating System fTR R I? 
à5f5 7UAT T Linux feoa fero 3P7RfeT RTREH HIAT? 

3 

3 (b) What would the command '1s-1h' do on a Linux terminal? Explain. 

Linux terminal-9 '1s-1h' pqs ?U1 I 

a741s-1h' à ysET Linux zf¥-AT T ? are TEHI 

4. (a) Write the LaTex commands for the following symbols: 

faffBoeA LaTex ATS TN 

fq iaI fafa LaTex 41 TEI 

co, , h, 
(b) Write the LaTex statement to create the following matrix equation. 

cos6 sin 0 a 
-sin cos0 0B 
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Write commands in Gnuplot for plotting the following functions with proper 
annotations and grid: 

5. 

T fy function TAT VdTT R grid zT iezI aif Gnuplot 

3 (a) Gaussian distribution: 

TSSETR RADA:-exp 

1 

OV277 

3 (b) Sx) 7x -3x +2x -x 

6 6. Write the LaTex statements to create the following equations as formatted below 

V.E= 47p 
V.B = 0 

3 7. (a) Write the flowchart to check whether any given number is prime or not. 

eE RUd CAfoe AI TDR-9 Flowchart 

3 b) Write an algorithm to sort an array in ascending order. 

g5 2PE array- ascending order-g {iAA 1aqGTNI 

GROUP-C/ fAen-1/TE-7 
122 24 Answer any two questions from the following 

3+6+3 A text file contains heights of all the students in a college. Write an algorithm and 
FORTRAN code to compute the frequency distribution of the height of the students 
Write a Gnuplot input file to visualize the fiequency distribut ion as a histogram 

8. 
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ORIKAN GOTG TI Gnuplot oPRG-4Us fAYA RTOHATA CRE Bij| 

xt TT college JU faezesTEnaiT I BI N 

tatretrerve 3ang feara 31T9f TT T VTRa7 T FORTRAN 
TET 3TgfaaUTTIE histogram UHI ZT T Gnuplot a 

.(a) A data file contains five columns of data. Write a Gnuplot input file to plot the 1st 

column of the data vs. 2nd, 3rd and 4th column data on the same plot and save the 

plot into a PNG image file. 

4 

4R8 A VTDA fRIC zB 2d« PNG image Ä save * 

(Write a Gnuplot input file to plot the following functions with proper annotations in 

polar coordinate system and save the output in an EPS image file 
Gnuplot- ae O s uAD-a fc polar coordinate system 

E 9R TTGT EPS image file-9 save 

4 

r=2sin(40+ t/4) and r = 3cos(56) 

(c) Describe how an image file can be incorporated into a document along with captions 
and custom size using LaTex. 

4 

LaTex- fUK 9TiD Image file incorporate document E°T captions R 

ysCT ofa 5TOT document 5T5iA7 TYT HIET TE7 UIRAT LaTex HT 

Write an algorithm and FORTRAN code to solve the Equation of motion of a simple harmonic oscillator and print the position and velocity in an output file. Also write a 
Gnuplot input file in order to visualize the variation of position and velocity with 

10. 3+6+3 

time. 

soaaqutaa TI 

ua H gUEI output 550HT TTT AT FTREH FifBa FORTRAN Es 

fAf Gnuplot T ye IT TEHI 
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11 Write a LaTex code which will reproduce the following text: 12 
fARE Text TRIA T LaTex er 

We start with the description of an electromagnetic plane wave as, 

EF,)= �,et i-a) kxE 
C 

with k.E =0 (a transverse wave, as follows from the first Maxwell equation. In a 

charge-free region of space, it states that v.� =0); o* =cik' (dispersion relation for 
zero rest mass), with E,e C' . In the following, we restrict our considerations to the 

electric field E; the magnetic field can be calculated from E. 
It holds quite generally that the description of a plane wave can be made 

considerably simpler and more transparent by means of a suitable choice of the 
coordinate system, without losing any of its physical significance. We choose the 

new z-axis to point in the direction of propagation of the wave, ie. the direction 
in other words, k = (0, 0, k) and obtain. 

EF,1)= (E En.0e-a) 
The z component disappears due to the transverse nature of the wave. 

SEC-1B 

ELECTRICAL CIRCurTS AND NETWORK SKILLS 

GROUP-A /Rs1-/TT-T 

1. Answer any four questions from the following: 3x4 12 

(a) What are the utility of transformers in a long distance power transmission? 3 
fe aY (long distance) MT3 DAMIAR CPa HraiAA zR419A ? 

(b) Show the flow of current in the given circuit and calculate the equivalent resistance. 

R 
B A 

R R 
ww-

R 

Tum Over 
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3 (c) Define ideal voltage and current source with proper circuit diagram. 

3 (d) Describe about different types of transformer losses. 

3 (e) What is the application of a surge protection device? 

3 () What is the effect of an inductance coil in an alternating current circuit? How does 

this depend on the frequency of the alternating current? 

GROUP-B/AS1-/FE-T 
6x4 24 Answer any four questions 

3+3 2. (a) What is capacitative resistance X? What is the value for DC? 

(b) Distinguish between resistance, reactance and impedance of an AC cireuit. 

ATATA resistance, reactance aR impedance-9a 17 NI 

gTE AC HfcHI resistance, reactance impedance f aTTHI 

3+3 3. (a) What is active components of an electronic circuit? Give examples. 

(b) Distinguish between linear and non-linear circuit element. 

linear 3 non-linear ffe ituE% AIbI f ETUJBTI| 

A What is LED? Explain the basie principle of LED. Can it be designed using Silicon? 
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6 

Briefly describe the instruments used to measure AC current, voltage and power. 
5. 

AC current, voltage power |7 fAf ugT EJYvUTEH ifETTAT ao 

6 
Describe construction and working of DC generator. 6. 

6 
Find the efficiency and ripple factor of a half-wave rectifier with proper circuit diagram. 

7 

3fe feat rufa7Hfsa TI5 ày re7T7R T4TT 7 ripple factor HT 

GROUP-c/As1-/HE-T 
12x2 24 Answer any fwo questions 

12 Discuss the circuit diagram and sketches of input and output waveforms, the 
working formula and efficiency of reflection for a full-wave rectifier. 

8. 

VsET full-wave rectifier etefra, grye z 3ATSeyet à4EV 

6+6 9. (a) What is grounding and isolation? What is the difference between earthing and 

grounding? Why is grounding needed? 

Grounding 3 Isolation 4Id a3 ? earthing 3M grounding 4T fT 
? grounding TTrT 3? 

(b) A series L-C-R circuit with L = 0.12 H, C = 480 nF, R = 23 2 is connected to 

230 Volt variable power supply. 

What is the source frequency for which current amplitude is maximum, 
obtain the value? 

(ii) What is the source frequency for which average power observed by the 
circuit is maximum? Obtain the value of this maximum power. 

(ii) What is Q-factor of the given circuit? 
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T C wA L-C-R L = 0.12 H.c = 480 nF, R = 23 2- 4U 230 V 

ser eGTE L-C-R HfE TEI L = 0.12 H, C = 480 nF, R = 23 2 3 3 230 V 

Tvariable power vaHI y 3| 

Civ) fsy HfsEai Q-factor E? 

10.(a) What is an induction motor? Why is it so called? Explain how the principle of 
rotating magnetic field is utilized in the construction of an induction motor? 

9+3 

(b) Compare between bridge rectifier and full wave rectifier. 

Bridge Rectifier 9 Full Wave Rectifier-47 
Bridge 3A Full Wave Rectifier z OT TJBTH| 

11.(a) Explain working principle of an ideal transformer. 3+3+6 

(b) Find emf equation of an ideal transformer. 

(C) A single phase transformer has 500 turns in the primary and 1200 turns in the 
sccondary. The cross-sectional area of the core is 80 sq. cm. If the primary winding 
is connected to a 50 Hz supply at 500V, calculate 

(i) Peak flux density 
(ii) Voltage induced in the secondary. 

4| atcaa eA1AI Peigo S00 R1 98 GICTo pecs 1200 
o7R JI ATCE 4R CFIAE CZIRT 80 7sicafaI qT eRATI PeIT 50 Hz 500 Volt NIE 

4HT EA4To HM 80 sq. cm. B| Y TIHÍ winding aTS SO Hz 500V SY 
(i) Peak lux density 31 

ii) Voltage induced in the sccondary coil b} Hl ut-[EI| 
X. 

31 36 


